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1. Introduction

An important direction of increasing the efficiency of 
many enterprises is to reduce their consumption of energy 
resources. This problem is especially relevant for countries 
with the high energy intensity of their gross national prod-
uct, in particular, for most eastern European countries [1]. 
However, the pace and the scope of implementation of 
energy-saving measures by enterprises of these countries 
are generally insufficient in order to achieve a significant 
reduction in energy resource consumption. This, in turn, ad-
versely affects the level of competitiveness of products and, 
consequently, the income and profits of business entities. In 
addition, for the countries, in which the possibilities of own 
production of certain types of energy carriers are limited, 

the high energy intensity of gross domestic product can 
cause an increased level of energy dependence on the coun-
tries – energy exporters. At the same time, such dependence 
can lead to both economic losses in countries that import 
corresponding types of energy resources and a certain loss 
of political subjectivity of these countries.

At the same time, many developed countries, particularly 
Western European countries, have shown a positive example 
of improving energy efficiency over the past decade and in-
creased the share of renewable energy sources in the energy 
balance [2]. To a large extent, this result is due to the wide 
implementation of energy-saving projects by enterprises and 
households. However, the volume of such implementation 
differs significantly in different countries, which causes 
essential differences in the level of energy intensity of gross 
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The purpose of the study is to develop a toolkit 
for assessing and overcoming barriers to the imple-
mentation of energy-saving projects. The barri-
ers on the way to implementation of energy-saving 
projects at enterprises were grouped, and gener-
al approaches to evaluation of these barriers were 
determined. Modeling of economic barriers on the 
way to implementation of energy-saving projects at 
enterprises was fulfilled. The means of overcoming 
barriers to implementation of energy-saving proj-
ects were substantiated. The need for these studies 
is due to the need to assess and realize the poten-
tial of energy saving in the economies of many coun-
tries in Europe and the world. The existence of five 
main groups of barriers on the way to the implemen-
tation of energy-saving projects at enterprises was 
established. There is a reasonable need to take into 
consideration the sources of funding energy saving 
projects when assessing these barriers. It was found 
that according to the managers of enterprises, for 
all the studied industries of the Ukrainian econo-
my, the most essential barrier to implementation of 
the projects of decreasing natural gas consumption 
is the insufficient level of their implementation. At 
the same time, the estimated effectiveness of state 
expenditures for subsidizing the researched enter-
prises is quite high. Therefore, it is appropriate to 
extend to cases of enterprises the Ukrainian practice 
of state subsidization of individuals receiving loans 
in order to implement projects to decrease the natu-
ral gas consumption. The importance of the obtained 
results is due to the possibility of their use both at the 
level of enterprises and in the practice of activity of 
state and municipal authorities in the development 
of energy-saving strategies and programs
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national product of countries, in addition to structural, cli-
matic, and some other factors of a country.

The difficulty of realizing the energy-saving potential at 
enterprises, institutions, and households is caused by the ex-
istence of a series of barriers that emerge in the process of the 
implementation. In this regard, it is important to separate 
these barriers, group, and quantify them. This, in turn, will 
make it possible to establish the ways to overcome barriers 
to implement energy-efficient projects both at the level of 
enterprises and households and at the state and municipal 
levels. At the same time, the acuteness of the problem of 
overcoming barriers to the implementation of energy-saving 
projects may increase against the background of the general 
tendency to reduce prices for certain energy resources that 
have existed for the last years [3]. In particular, we are 
talking about crude oil and natural gas. In this case, the need 
to reduce consumption of these energy resources persists, as 
the issues of improving ecology and reducing energy depen-
dence are still relevant for many countries, particularly, for 
Eastern European countries.

2. Literature review and problem statement

The development of a toolkit for assessing and overcom-
ing barriers to implementation of energy-saving projects 
should be preceded by separation and grouping of these 
barriers. This is due to the need to establish the most signifi-
cant of them. The results of numerous studies on this matter 
conducted by many scientists differ from each other and do 
not provide a clear answer. Thus, in paper [4], the main ob-
stacles to the large-scale implementation of energy-efficient 
technologies were called economic barriers. The importance 
of economic barriers was also shown in [5], where it is stated 
that the implementation of energy-saving measures is ham-
pered by the lack of necessary financial stimuli.

Some scientists point out the crucial role of management 
barriers in making decisions on refusal to implement ener-
gy-saving projects. Thus, [6] states that small and micro-en-
terprises refuse to implement rather effective energy saving 
projects due to lack of rationality, the fact that priority goals 
do not include energy-saving, and imperfection of information 
support. The existence of significant information barriers to the 
implementation of energy-saving projects is also noted in [7].

In addition, among the barriers that hamper an increase 
in energy efficiency, according to the authors of research [8], 
the risk of implementing projects of energy-saving technolog-
ical changes takes an important place. At the same time, it 
should be taken into consideration that technological changes 
often require significant investment resources [9], which are 
not possessed by the enterprises and households wishing to 
implement energy-saving projects. At the same time, it is inap-
propriate or impossible to attract lent resources to fund these 
projects, due to unattractive lending conditions [10].

Among the barriers to implementation of energy-saving 
projects, an insufficient level of process for energy carriers 
deserves special consideration. However, the results of the 
study on the significance of this barrier, conducted by vari-
ous scientists, are contradictory. For example, research [11] 
revealed the impact of changes in electricity prices on a 
change in its consumption, while in study [12], it was found 
that such influence does not exist. 

Thus, different authors separate somewhat different 
types of major obstacles to the implementation of ener-

gy-saving projects and proposed different ways of grouping 
these barriers. In general, as noted in article [13], which men-
tioned 42 barriers to energy efficiency in the U.S. industry, 
the issue of drawing up an exhaustible list of such barriers 
remains open and perhaps not fully addressed at all.

One possible reason for the existing differences between 
scientists’ opinions on the most significant obstacles to the 
implementation of energy-saving projects is that insufficient 
attention is paid to the relationship between these obstacles. 
In this regard, one should mention three types of interac-
tions between barriers to improving energy efficiency, noted 
in research [14]: cause-and-effect, synergic, and hidden. 
However, it is also advisable to investigate the patterns of 
sequential, parallel, and combined arrangement of these bar-
riers, as this would greatly facilitate their grouping.

Regarding the evaluation of barriers to energy efficiency, 
a significant number of scientists conduct only their qualita-
tive analysis, as it was done in article [15] using the example 
of the Finnish construction sector. The results of the survey 
of energy managers were also used for the purpose of such 
evaluation [16]. However, the results of the qualitative eval-
uation of barriers to the implementation of energy-saving 
projects are characterized by a significant level of subjectiv-
ism. If we consider more objective ways of assessing energy 
efficiency barriers, it is worth mentioning the measurement 
of these barriers with the application of the hierarchical 
approach and graph-analytical models, conducted in arti-
cle [17]. However, this approach does not provide an oppor-
tunity to link directly the level of barriers to implementation 
of energy-saving projects to the magnitude of the efforts 
required to overcome these barriers.

At the same time, it is necessary to take into consideration 
the existence of different ways of overcoming barriers to the 
implementation of energy-saving projects. In particular, pa-
per [15] points out the need to provide up-to-date information 
on energy efficiency. Research [18], using the example of the 
implementation of Swedish municipal energy efficiency pro-
grams of enterprises, emphasized the importance not only of 
comprehensive information support of these enterprises but 
also of their ability to process information.

Some authors rightly point out the importance of the ac-
cess of people who want to implement energy-saving projects 
to financial resources. Thus, considering the data from 56 
states, the authors of paper [19] established the importance 
of improving the investment climate to enhance energy effi-
ciency. Paper [20] indicates that an important tool for stim-
ulating energy saving and switching to clean energy sources 
in China is subsidizing programs. According to the authors 
of article [21], the use of preferential lending can accelerate 
the scale of implementation of energy-saving measures. Sep-
arate proposals concerning the organization of such lending 
for small enterprises are given in [22]. However, the relation-
ship between the parameters of preferential lending with the 
level of barriers to implementation of energy-saving projects 
was not considered by scientists.

In some publications, their authors consider the mana-
gerial aspects of overcoming barriers to the implementation 
of energy-saving projects. Thus, in [23], it is proposed to 
improve the energy audit procedures for such acceleration. 
Paper [24] represented an interesting approach to the 
substantiation of the ways to overcome barriers to the en-
hancement of energy efficiency in industrial companies. This 
approach involves finding the weakest link from such four 
stages – motivation, capacity, implementation, and results.
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The literature review showed that scien-
tists have made a significant contribution to 
solving the issue of evaluation and overcom-
ing barriers to the implementation of ener-
gy-saving projects. However, these issues are 
not yet completely closed. In particular, it is 
required to develop a procedure for assessing 
the impact of possible overcoming certain 
barriers on the way to the implementation 
of energy-saving projects on the level of such 
implementation. In addition, modern scientif-
ic literature did not establish a clear enough 
relationship between the magnitude of the 
respective barriers and the level of efforts 
to be made to overcome these barriers. This 
may be due to the fact that such a problem 
statement has not spread sufficiently. Final-
ly, the issue of assessing the level of barriers 
on the way to implementation of energy-saving projects 
depending on the chosen source of project funding remained 
beyond the scientists’ attention. The reason for this may be 
that the traditional indicators of estimation of effectiveness of 
investment projects, in particular, their current net value, do 
not involve direct consideration of the specificity of sources 
of investment funding. At the same time, such consideration 
is appropriate since there are quite a few possible projects’ 
funding sources. The above-mentioned speculations deter-
mine the need for further research on the topic of this work.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of this study is to develop a toolkit for assessing 
and overcoming barriers to the implementation of ener-
gy-saving projects.

To accomplish the aim, the following tasks have been set:
– to group barriers on the way to the implementation of 

energy-saving projects at enterprises and to determine gen-
eral approaches to evaluation of these barriers;

– to model economic barriers to the implementation of 
energy-saving projects at enterprises depending on the cho-
sen source of funding these projects; 

– to substantiate the measures to overcome barriers to 
implementation of energy-saving projects at enterprises; 

– to perform approbation of the obtained theoretical and 
methodological results according to the sample of enterprises.

4. Grouping and general approaches to the assessment of 
barriers to implementation of energy-saving projects

In the process of grouping barriers to the implementation 
of energy-saving projects, it is important to ensure identify-
ing all major obstacles. To do this, it is essential to establish 
the criterion for their division into groups. This criterion 
can be the source of barriers formation. Specifically, there 
are three sources: parameters of the external environment of 
an enterprise, parameters of its internal environment, as well 
as technical and economic characteristics of energy-saving 
types of equipment and technologies that are planned to 
be implemented. In turn, the internal environment of any 
enterprise is characterized by the scope of its resources, the 
properties of these resources, and the competencies of man-
agers regarding their management (Fig. 1).

Thus, in general, it is possible to separate five groups of 
barriers on the way to the implementation of energy-saving 
projects by the nature of possible causes that determine the 
existence of corresponding barriers. This grouping makes 
it possible to detail the factors that cause the existence of 
appropriate barriers to the implementation of investment 
measures on energy saving (Table 1).

The barriers to the implementation of energy-saving 
projects by enterprises listed in Table 1 can be called 
partial. In addition, it is possible to separate a group of 
the most general barriers to the implementation of ener-
gy-saving projects at enterprises. Their list is shown in 
Table 2, in which these barriers are presented in a clear 
sequence. Thus, the general barriers to the implementa-
tion of energy-saving projects at enterprises can be shown 
in the form of a certain chain, as shown in Fig. 2. It follows 
from Fig. 2 that generalizing barriers are directly deter-
mined by partial ones (except for the second generalizing 
barrier caused mainly by subjective reasons). In this case, 
the designation of barriers in Fig. 2 correspond to their 
designations in Tables 1, 2.

The existence of a large number of barriers to the im-
plementation of energy-saving projects at enterprises and 
a complex mechanism of interconnection between these 
barriers determine the possibility of different approaches to 
assessing their level. It is advisable to separate three of the 
following approaches:

1. Evaluation of barriers to the implementation of en-
ergy-saving projects at enterprises in absolute terms. The 
indicator, in this case, will be a minimum required change in 
the magnitude of a certain barrier, at which it will be over-
come. In particular, the barrier caused by the insufficient 
economic efficiency of a particular energy-saving project can 
be estimated as the minimum magnitude of reduction in the 
need for investments in the implementation of this project, 
at which this implementation becomes appropriate. Under 
these conditions, it is possible to evaluate the efforts neces-
sary to overcome barriers (in this example, the magnitude 
of external financial support for the project implementation, 
specifically, by the state or local authorities).

2. Evaluation of barriers to implementation of ener-
gy-saving projects at enterprises in relative terms. The 
indicator at the same time will be the ratio of the maximum 
required magnitude of a certain barrier to the actual value of 
this barrier. In particular, the barrier, which arose from the 
lack of financial resources of an enterprise, can be assessed 

Fig.	1.	Types	of	sources	of	formation	of	barriers	to	implementing	energy-
saving	projects	at	an	enterprise
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by the ratio of their minimum required volume to the avail-
able magnitude of financial resources.

3. Evaluation of the average level of barriers on the way to 
the implementation of energy-saving projects by the sampling 
of enterprises that implemented or tried to implement such 
projects. Since the generalizing barriers to the implementation 
of energy-saving projects form a certain sequence, the magni-
tude of each such barrier will be determined in this case from 
the following formula:

1

0

1 ,i
i

i

L
B

L
= −     (1)

where Bi is the level of the i-th barrier on the way to implement 
energy-saving projects by the sampling of enterprises that 
implemented or tried to implement such projects, fractions of 
unity; L1i is the number of studied enterprises that overcame 

the i-th barrier; L0i is the number of studied enterprises that ap-
proached the i-th barrier, having overcome the previous barriers.

Let the actual level of implementation of energy-saving 
projects be measured by the share of those enterprises that 
ultimately successfully implemented these projects, in the to-
tal number of studied enterprises. Then, given that L0i+1=L1i, 
the dependence between the actual level of implementation of 
energy-saving projects and indicators of the form (1) will be 
displayed in the following formula:
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where L is the actual level of energy-saving project implemen-
tation by the studied enterprises, the fraction of unity; П is the 
designation of a product; nb is the number of sequential barriers 
on the way to implement energy-saving projects at enterprises.

Table	1	

Grouping	barriers	to	the	implementation	of	energy-saving	projects	at	enterprises

Groups of barriers Kinds of barriers
Designation 

of barrier

1. Unfavorable exter-
nal environment, in 

which enterprises exist

1. 1. Limited available capabilities of an enterprise to obtain information about the state of their 
external environment, in particular, information about: volumes of energy saving of competitor 

enterprises, new types of energy-saving equipment, costs for its manufacture, etc.
B.1.1

1. 2. Variability and unpredictability of the parameters of the external environment, in which enter-
prises exist, in particular, prices of energy carriers, cost of insulating materials, cost of energy-saving 

equipment, prices for products manufactured using it, etc.
B.1.2

1. 3. Insufficient demand for products manufactured using energy-saving machinery and technologies B.1.3

2. Insufficient volume 
of resources of an en-
terprise to implement 
energy-saving projects

2. 1. Lack of information required to make a reasonable decision on the implementation of ener-
gy-saving projects, in particular, information about expected savings in costs of energy carriers, the 

rate of return on investments in the implementation of energy-saving projects, etc.
B.2.1

2. 2. Lack of information required to manage the implementation of energy-saving projects, in par-
ticular, information about possible suppliers of energy-saving equipment, about firms that provide 

commissioning, etc.
B.2.2

2. 3. Lack of financial resources for the implementation of energy-saving projects by enterprises B.2.3

Including those caused by:

2. 3. 1. Insufficient volumes of internal sources of financial resources of enterprises (profit, deprecia-
tion deductions, etc.)

B.2.3.1

2. 3. 2. Insufficient investment attractiveness of enterprises, which makes it difficult to receive con-
tributions of third parties to equity of these enterprises to finance energy-saving projects

B.2.3.2

2. 3. 3. Insufficient creditworthiness of enterprises, which makes it difficult for them to obtain loans 
to finance energy-saving projects

B.2.3.3

2. 4. Lack of human resources, specifically, skilled workers who can operate energy-saving equipment B.2.3.4

2. 5. Lack of other types of resources, specifically, components, repair units, communications, etc., 
necessary for the functioning of energy-saving equipment

B.2.3.5

3. Insufficient level of 
properties of enter-
prises’ resources for 

the implementation of 
energy-saving projects

3. 1. Lack of relevance, accuracy, completeness, other properties of information resources necessary 
for the implementation of energy-saving projects

B.3.1

3. 2. Lack of qualification and other business qualities of production workers of enterprises that 
could work with energy-saving equipment

B.3.2

3. 3. The irrationality of the structure of financial resources, namely, too high loan capital share B.3.3

3. 4. Lack of properties of other types of resources, namely, components, repair units, communica-
tions, etc., necessary for the functioning of energy-saving equipment

B.3.4

4. Lack of competence 
of managers and 

owners of an enter-
prise in the field of 

energy-saving projects 
management

4. 1. Lack of competence in gathering information necessary to implement energy-saving projects   B.4.1

4. 2. Lack of competence in processing information necessary to implement energy-saving projects  B.4.2

4. 3. Lack of competence on the involvement of resources necessary to implement energy-saving projects B.4.3

4. 4. Lack of competence in the organization of energy-saving projects  B.4.4

4. 5. Lack of competence to predict the outcomes of the implementation of energy-saving projects   B.4.5

5. Insufficient consumer 
properties of ener-
gy-saving kinds of 

equipment and technol-
ogies, which are expect-
ed to be implemented

5. 1. Insufficient estimated level of consumer properties of energy-saving types of equipment and 
technologies, the introduction of which is expected (in particular, insufficient estimated savings of 

energy consumption as a result of such implementation)
B.5.1

5. 2. The insufficient actual level of consumer properties of energy saving, the implementation of 
which is envisaged. (specifically, insufficient actual energy saving due to this implementation)  

B.5.2
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Using formula (2), it is possible to assess the impact of 
the magnitude of the expected decrease in a certain barrier 
on the way to the implementation of energy-saving projects 
at enterprises to the level of such implementation. This as-
sessment will have, first of all, a retrospective nature, how-
ever, its results may also be applied for predictive purposes.

5. The toolkit for assessing and overcoming barriers to the 
implementation of energy-saving projects at enterprises 

5. 1. Modeling economic barriers to the implementa-
tion of energy-saving projects at enterprises

Assessment of barriers to the implementation of ener-
gy-saving projects at enterprises requires preliminary con-
struction of models of such barriers. In particular, this applies 

to the models of economic barriers. These barriers can 
be divided into two groups, namely:

1) barriers caused by an insufficient level of eco-
nomic efficiency of energy-saving projects;  

2) barriers caused by the complexities associated 
with the use of certain types of funding sources for 
these projects.

However, for both types of barriers, their exis-
tence is caused by too large volumes of investment 
in energy-saving projects. If it were possible to 
reduce the amount of investments in an energy-sav-
ing project by a certain amount, its implementation 
would become economically feasible and possible, 
that is, economic barriers would be absent. Based 
on this statement, one can express the basic idea of 
constructing the relative indicators for quantitative 
evaluation of barriers to the implementation of en-
ergy efficiency projects. This idea is to establish the 
minimum required volumes of reducing the need for 
investments in these projects, at which they become 
attractive to enterprises. Then the share of these 
minimum required volumes of reducing the need 
for investments in their general actual value will 
quantify economic barriers to the implementation 
of corresponding projects. At this stage of the study, 
a specific mechanism for reimbursement of a part of 
investments in the implementation of energy-saving 

projects is not considered (it will be pro-
posed in the next section of the research).

The simplest case of economic barriers to 
the implementation of energy-saving projects 
at enterprises is the barrier caused exception-
ally by insufficient economic efficiency of in-
vestments in a particular project. At the same 
time, we will assume that a company has its 
own funds for the implementation of this proj-
ect. Then the condition for the proper level of 
economic efficiency of a particular energy-sav-
ing project can be represented in the form of 
such inequality:

( ) ,
1

rP
p

I b
∆

≥
⋅ −

   (3)

where ΔPr is the magnitude of the expected 
increase in the profit of an enterprise due to its 
implementation of an energy-saving project, 
monetary units; 

I is the volume of investments in a project, 
monetary units; 

b is the variable characterizing a possible reduction of the 
whole volume, fractions of unity; 

p is the investment return that is minimally permissible 
for owners and managers of an enterprise, at which they 
agree to invest, fractions of unity.

Thus, the left-hand side of formula (3) characterizes the 
profitability of an energy-saving project, depending on what 
share of investments in a project will be reimbursed by out-
side parties. If inequality (3) at a certain value of variable 
b turns into equality, this value will provide a quantitative 
assessment of the corresponding economic barrier to the im-
plementation of an energy-saving project. At the same time, 
the profit growth rate can be calculated from the following 
formula:
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Fig.	2.	The	relationship	between	barriers	to	the	implementation	of	
energy-saving	projects	at	enterprises

Table	2

Generalizing	barriers	to	the	implementation		
of	energy-saving	projects	at	enterprises

Kinds of barriers
Designations of 

barriers

1. Lack of input information necessary to make a decision on the 
implementation of energy-saving projects

B.1

2. Non-acceptance of input information, which is expressed in 
the lack of attention to it, rejecting the opportunities given by 

this information, without detailed consideration
B.2

3. Obtaining a conclusion on the economic inappropriateness of 
implementation of energy-saving projects

B.3

4. Lack of resource provision to implement energy-saving projects B.4

5. Failure to implement energy-saving kinds of equipment and 
technologies  

B.5

6. Refusal to operate the implemented energy-saving kinds of 
equipment and technologies  

B.6
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where ΔE is the estimated decrease in the volume of con-
sumption of a certain energy resource, saving of which is 
expected due to the implementation of an energy-saving 
project at an enterprise, natural units;  

pe is the price of a unit of this energy resource, mone-
tary units; 

s is the number of other kinds of energy resources, consump-
tion of which will change as a result of the implementation of an 
energy-saving project at an enterprise, natural units; 

ΔEk is the estimated change of the volume of consump-
tion of the k-th energy resource due to the implementation 
of an energy-saving project at an enterprise, natural units;

pek is the price of a unit of the k-th energy resource, mon-
etary units;

Co is the magnitude of other expenses and losses due to 
the implementation of an energy-saving project at an enter-
prise (specifically, a possible increase in the magnitude of 
depreciation deductions, if the energy-saving equipment is 
expensive and the losses of under-depreciation of the equip-
ment, which will be decommissioned early after the imple-
mentation of an energy-saving project), monetary units.

Obviously, at any positive values of ΔPr, I and p, there are 
such values of indicator b, at which inequality (3) is true. In 
this case, the value of indicator b can range from zero to one. 
In order to establish its minimum possible value, at which 
inequality (3) is true, we transform this inequality into 
equality and determine b1 from it:

1 1 ,rP
b

p I
∆

= −
⋅

    (5)

b1 is the level of a barrier on the way to implementation of an 
energy-saving project at the expense of currently available 
own resources of funds, fractions of unity.

At the same time, if the value of the level of the barrier b1 

turns out to be negative, we will assume that b1 is equal to 
zero. This condition will be accepted for all other economic 
barriers considered in the future.

In addition to using currently available sources of funds at 
an enterprise, there are also other ways to finance energy-sav-
ing projects. The use of each of them is associated with certain 
conditions (restrictions). The general condition that is charac-
teristic of any source of funds is the proper level of economic 
efficiency of their use from the enterprise’s point of view. As for 
partial conditions, they should primarily include the following:

– for a bank loan – the timeliness of its repayment. We 
will assume that there is a limit (maximum possible) period, 
within which a company should return the loan it has taken; 

– for reinvestment of the profits of an enterprise – the 
duration of accumulation of necessary funds for the project 
implementation at the expense of profit should not be too 
large, because it will negatively affect the long-term divi-
dend payments; 

– for contributions of third-party investors to the autho-
rized capital of the enterprise – the amount of these contri-
butions should not be too large, since otherwise, the present 
owners of an enterprise may lose control over it.

Taking into consideration the above mentioned, it is 
advisable to perform a generalized assessment of the level of 
economic barriers on the way to the implementation of ener-
gy-saving projects using the minimax principle:
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where b is the general level of economic barriers to the imple-
mentation of an energy-saving project; 

bij is the level of the i-th economic barrier for the j-th way 
of project funding; 

nj is the general number of economic barriers for the j-th 
way of project funding; 

m is the number of ways of project funding.
Thus, according to expression (6), the general level of 

economic barriers to the implementation of an energy-sav-
ing project is determined at two stages. At the first stage, 
the maximum level of existing economic barriers to the 
implementation of this project is established for each way 
of funding. Then at the second stage, among the established 
values of barriers, a minimal barrier, which will correspond 
to the best way of funding a certain energy-saving project, is 
chosen from the established values of barriers. 

In the future, we will pay the main attention to the first 
two of the three ways of project funding, as these two meth-
ods are the most common in economic practice.

In particular, with regard to such a source of project 
funding as a bank loan, as it is initially important to es-
tablish the condition for full repayment of its main amount 
and accrued interest. This condition is that the flow of 
repayment discounted by loan interest must be equal to its 
principal amount:
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where Tl is the general term of repayment of the loan, taken 
with the aim of project funding. time intervals; 

Pl is the magnitude of repayment of a loan and loan inter-
est within the corresponding period, monetary units; 

c is the loan interest rate, the fraction of unity; 
t is the designation of the time interval. 
From equation (7), one can determine the formulas for 

calculating indicators Tl and Pl. These formulas take the 
following form:
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Now consider the conditions limiting the possibilities of 
using a bank loan as a source of funding energy-saving proj-
ects at enterprises. The first such condition is the growth of 
the discounted magnitude of the profit flow at an enterprise 
due to the project implementation, which will be funded by a 
bank loan. This condition can be formalized as follows:
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or 
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Tmax is the maximum possible term of repayment of a loan 
taken to fund an energy-saving project, time intervals; 

Pr is the profit of an enterprise before the implementation 
of an energy-saving project, monetary units; 

d is the discount rate, the fraction of unity.
Thus, the left-hand side of inequality (10) and, conse-

quently, inequality (11) represents the sum of two expres-
sions. The first expression describes the discounted flow of 
the company’s profit during the repayment period of the 
loan taken in order to finance an energy-saving project. 
The second expression describes the discounted flow of the 
company’s profits in the next period, that is when the loan 
is fully repaid. At the same time, the duration of this period 
is unlimited, since in general, the company can function as 
long as possible. 

Having put formula (8) instead of Pl into expression (11), 
we obtain:
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Now we substitute I with a product of I by coefficient 
1 – b11 in expression (12), we convert inequality (12) into 
equality and express b11 from it. Consequently, we get a for-
mula for determining the level of the first economic barrier 
on the way to implementation of an energy-saving project by 
an enterprise, which will be funded by a bank loan:
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As for the second economic barrier on the way to the 
implementation of an energy-saving project, which will 
be funded by a bank loan, it is determined by the need for 
timely loan repayment. This condition can be formalized 
in the form of such inequality, which follows directly from 
formula (9):
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Now we substitute I with a product of I by coefficient 
1 – b12 in expression (14), we convert inequality (14) into 
equality and express b12 from it. As a result, we get a formula 
to determine the level of the second economic barrier on the 
way to implementation of an energy-saving project at an 
enterprise, which will be funded by a bank loan:
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Regarding such a source of project funding as reinvest-
ment of profits of an enterprise, its important parameter is 
the time, during which a company will be able to accumulate 
the necessary amount of funds. In the case, where the rein-

vestment rate is equal to the discount rate, this parameter 
can be determined from the following inequality:
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where Ta is the duration of the period, during which a compa-
ny will be able to accumulate the necessary amount of funds 
for the project implementation at the expense of its own 
profit, time intervals. 

From equation (16), we obtain:
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Taking into consideration the above mentioned, it is pos-
sible to formalize the conditions, under which a company can 
use profit reinvestment as a source of funding an energy-sav-
ing project. The first of these conditions is the growth of the 
magnitude of the discounted profit of an enterprise after the 
project implementation. This condition can be represented in 
the form of such inequality:
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Thus, the left side of inequality (18) characterizes the 
magnitude of the discounted profit of an enterprise after 
the implementation of an energy-saving project. At the same 
time, the right part of this inequality contains a formula for 
capitalizing the profits of an enterprise in case of refusal to 
implement a project. 

Now we substitute I with a product of I by coefficient 
1 – b22 in expression (18) and convert inequality (14) into 
equality and express b22 from it. As a result, we get a formula 
to determine the level of the first economic barrier on the 
way to implementation of an energy-saving project at an en-
terprise, which will be funded by profit reinvestment:
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It is possible to see that formula (19) is the same as for-
mula (5), meaning the level of the corresponding barrier in 
both cases is the same. 

Regarding the second economic barrier to the implemen-
tation of an energy-saving project, which will be funded by 
enterprise’s profit reinvestment, this barrier is caused by the 
limitation to the total duration of fund accumulation:

1 maxlog 1 ,d e
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     (20)

where Temax is the maximum (maximum admissible) duration 
of funds accumulation by reinvesting the enterprise’s profit, 
established by its owners (managers), time intervals. 

It should be noted that formula (20) follows directly 
from expression (17).

Now we substitute I with a product of I by coefficient 
1 – b22 in expression (20) and convert inequality (14) into 
equality and express b22 from it. As a result, we get a formula 
to determine the level of the second economic barrier on the 
way to implementation of an energy-saving project at an en-
terprise, which will be funded by profit reinvestment:
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Thus, in the case when two alternative sources of funding 
an energy-saving project at an enterprise are considered, 
each of which has two restrictions to their application, ex-
pression (6) takes the following form:

( ) ( )( )11 12 21 22min max , ,max , ,gb b b b b=   (22)

where bg is the generalizing level of economic barriers to 
the implementation of an energy-saving project in case two 
alternative sources of its funding, each of which has two re-
strictions to their application, are considered. 

Expression (22) can be applied in the development of 
state programs of financial support for enterprises seeking 
to implement energy-saving projects.

5. 2. Substantiation of measures to overcome bar-
riers to implementation of energy-saving projects of 
enterprises

Overcoming barriers to the implementation of ener-
gy-saving projects at enterprises requires taking certain 
measures that may have an organizational, economic, 
and technological nature. At the same time, the subjects 
introducing these measures can be both the management 
of enterprises and the state and/or municipal authorities 
(Table 3).

Preferential lending should be called one of the most 
effective means of state stimulation of the implementation 
of energy-saving projects at enterprises. Three main mecha-
nisms of such lending are possible, namely:

1) when the state reimburses a portion of the interest (or 
its full amount) of the loan that enterprises receive in order 
to finance energy-saving projects; 

2) when the state reimburses a part of the main amount 
(or its full amount) of the loans that are received by enter-
prises in order to finance energy-saving projects;  

3) when there is a combination of the previous two 
mechanisms.

At the same time, the main parameters of state programs 
of preferential lending are the necessary shares of reimburse-
ment by the state of interest and /or the basic amount of 
loans taken by enterprises for the implementation of ener-
gy-saving projects. The substantiation of these parameters 
requires a certain sequence of actions shown in Fig. 3.

It should be noted that the sequence of substantiation of 
the main parameters of state programs of preferential lending 
shown in Fig. 3 concerns the case of a separate project on 
energy saving. However, the final values of the respective pa-
rameters should be set by a sufficiently large sampling of such 
projects. At the same time, it should be taken into consider-
ation that the efficiency of public expenditures for subsidizing 
enterprises planning to implement energy-saving projects can 
vary significantly for different enterprises. In particular, this 
may be caused by industry differences.

Table	3

Grouping	the	measures	to	overcome	barriers	to	implementation	of	energy-saving	projects	at	enterprises	by	types	of	barriers	
and	subjects	who	realize	these	measures

 Types of barriers to the im-
plementation of energy-saving 

projects at enterprises

 Measures to overcome barriers according to subjects of their implementation (indicating partial barriers, 
which are overcome in accordance with their designations given in Table 1)

Management of enterprises (owners, top management)  State and (or) municipal authorities  

1. Lack of input information re-
quired to make a decision on the 
implementation of energy-saving 

projects   

Software and databases improvement (B.1.1); im-
provement of competences of employees in the field of 

information support (B.4.1)

Generation of up-to-date, accurate and complete 
information about economic, environmental and 
other consequences of implementation by enter-
prises of various energy-saving projects in terms 

of economy and industry sectors (B.1.1)

2. Rejection of input information 
expressed in disinterest in it, 

rejecting the opportunities offered 
by this information without its 

detailed consideration

Developing the employees’ desire for energy saving, 
motivating them to consider the possible implementa-

tion of energy-saving projects

 Substantiation of the importance of energy-sav-
ing, the propaganda of measures related to it, 

presentation of the existence of a large number of 
potential energy-saving measures

3. Obtaining a conclusion on the 
economic impracticality of the 

implementation of energy-saving 
projects

An increase in the volumes and improving the quality 
of information support required to evaluate the 

effectiveness of energy-saving projects (B.2.1; B.3.1); 
implementation in the enterprises’ activity of scientifi-

cally grounded methods for assessing the economic 
efficiency of energy-saving projects (B.1.1; B.4.2)

Granting the enterprises that implement ener-
gy-saving projects certain economic preferences 

(tax, financial and loan, etc.) (B.5.1)

4. Lack of resource provision 
to implement energy-saving 

projects

Improvement of competencies of employees of enterpris-
es in the field of organization of resource support of their 

activities (B.2.3; B.2.4; B.2.5; B.3.2; B.3.3; B.3.4)

Coverage (at least partial) of the needs of enter-
prises that implement energy-saving projects for 

appropriate resources (B.2.3; B.2.4; B.2.5)

5. A failure to implement ener-
gy-saving kinds of equipment of 

technologies 

An increase in the volumes and improvement of the 
quality of information support required to manage 

the implementation of energy-saving projects (B.2.2); 
improvement of competences of employees of enterprises 
in the field of implementation of energy-saving types of 

equipment and technologies (B.4.4)

Conducting appropriate trainings, implementing 
other ways of informing employees of enterprises 
about the effective organization of the implemen-

tation of energy-saving types of equipment and 
technologies (B.4.4)

6. Refusal to operate imple-
mented energy-saving types of 

equipment and technologies

Improvement of the competences of employees of 
enterprises in the field of forecasting the consequences 
of implemented energy-saving types of equipment and 

technologies (B.4.5)

Granting the enterprises that implement ener-
gy-saving projects certain economic preferences 

(tax, financial and loan, etc.) (B.5.2)
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In order to evaluate the effectiveness of public expen-
ditures for subsidizing enterprises that plan to implement 
energy-saving projects, it is advisable to use the following 
indicator:

,g

E
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I b
∆

=
⋅

    (23)

eg is the indicator of the efficiency of state expenditures 
for subsidization of enterprises that plan to implement 
energy-saving projects (saving the corresponding energy 
resources per one monetary unit of budget expenditures); 

ΔE, I, b are the indicators contained accordingly in for-
mulas (4), (3), and (6).

The expression (23) implies that the effectiveness of 
budget expenditures to stimulate energy saving depends 
significantly on the types of economic barriers to the 
implementation of energy-saving projects and the level of 
these barriers. In particular, if the magnitude of barrier b 
is determined from formula (5), expression (23) takes the 
following form:
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where eg1 is the indicator of the effectiveness of public expen-
ditures for subsidizing enterprises planning to implement 
energy-saving projects, in case the barrier to such implemen-
tation is evaluated by expression (5). 

Having put expression (4) in formula (23) instead of ΔPr, 
we finally get:
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It should be noted that a specific mathematical model of 
the indicator (23) depends significantly on what economic 
barriers to the implementation of energy-saving projects 
appear on a case-by-case basis. However, under all condi-
tions, indicator (23) is an important tool for identifying the 

Is a part (or complete amount) of interest of the loan taken by an 
enterprise to fund an energy saving project supposed to be 

compensated by the state? 

Мultiply indicator c in formula (12) by α1, 
convert this expression into the equation, 
where α1 is unknown and determine its 
value 

Мultiply indicator c in formula (14) by α2, 
convert this expression into the equation, 
where α2 is unknown and determine its 
value 

Determine: α=min (α1, α2) 

α≥1 0≤α<1 α<0 

There is no need 
for the state 

financial support 
of an enterprise  

Compensation by 
the state of only 
loan interest is 

not enough, 
accept α=0 

Gathering the information necessary to calculate models (10)–(15) 

bс>0 

Calculate the level of the first and the 
second economic barrier to 

implementation of an energy saving 
project from formulas (13) and (15) 

Determine bс=max(b11,b12) 

bс 0 

Compensation of the main part 
of a loan by the state if needed; 

the fraction of such 
compensation in the loan 

amount will be bс 

Compensation of a part of loan interest 
by the state and application of the 

beneficial loan rate that will be equal 
to α×с are needed 

No Yes 

Fig.	3.	The	sequence	of	substantiation	of	the	main	parameters	of	state	preferential	lending	programs	for	enterprises	seeking	
to	implement	energy-saving	projects
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most effective areas of state financial support for enterpris-
es that plan the implementation of energy-saving projects 
under conditions of budgetary restrictions.

5. 3. Approbation of the obtained theoretical and 
methodological results on the example of Ukrainian en-
terprises

The problem of energy saving is relevant for many 
countries of the world, in particular, for eastern European 
countries. These countries include Ukraine. One of the 
priority directions of its energy strategy is to reduce the 
consumption of natural gas. In this regard, we conducted 
a survey of managers of 150 enterprises, which imple-
mented or tried to implement during projects related to 
reducing natural gas consumption within 2016–2019. 
Data on the sectoral affiliation of these enterprises are 
shown in Table 4.

Fig. 5 shows the data on the number of enterprises that, 
according to the survey, overcame the corresponding type 
of barriers to the implementation of projects on reducing 
natural gas consumption.

Using the data shown in Tables 4, 5, it is possible to 
evaluate the actual level of implementation of projects on 
reducing the consumption of natural gas at the studied 
enterprises. This level will be determined as the ratio of 
enterprises that have passed the sixth barrier to the total 
number of enterprises. In particular, this level for enter-
prises that produce food, beverages and tobacco products 
is 0.190. For enterprises that manufacture wood products, 
produce paper and are engaged in printing activities, the 
level of implementation of projects on reducing natural gas 
consumption is 0.298. At the same time, for enterprises 
producing machinery and equipment, this level is 0.389; for 
enterprises of other industries – 0,296; for the entire set of 
studied enterprises – 0,267.

Using formula (1), it 
is possible to assess the 
level of barriers to the im-
plementation of projects 
on reducing natural gas 
consumption for the stud-
ied enterprises. The cor-
responding indicators are 
shown in Table 6.

As it follows from the 
information shown in Ta-
ble 6, for all industries, and 
insufficient, in the opinion 
of managers of enterpris-
es, level of efficiency of the 
implementation of natural 
gas-saving projects is the 
highest among the studied 
barriers. The level of this 
barrier ranges from 0.308 
for enterprises producing 
machinery and equipment 
to 0.548 for enterprises pro-
ducing food, beverages, and 
tobacco products. At the 
same time, the removal of 
the specified barrier. accord-
ing to formula (2), would 

make it possible to increase the level of implementation of 
energy-saving technologies for the whole totality of enter-
prises from 0.267 to 0.267/(1–0.474)=0.508 (Fig. 4). At the 
same time, for the studied enterprises, some barriers to the 
implementation of projects on reducing the consumption of 
natural gas were quite low or absent at all. The latter includes 
the refusal to use implemented energy-saving technologies 
and equipment.

Table	4

Sectoral	affiliation	of	enterprises,	the	managers	of	which	
were	interviewed	about	barriers	to	the	implementation	of	

projects	on	reducing	natural	gas	consumption

Kinds of economic activity  
Number of  
enterprises

1. Production of food, beverages, and tobacco 
products

58

2. Manufacture of wood products, paper 
products and printing activities

47

3. Production of machines and equipment  18

4. Other kinds of economic activity 27

Total 150

Many of the studied enterprises did not implement 
the projects on reducing natural gas consumption due to 
insufficient economic efficiency of these projects and/or 
lack of adequate financial resources. To do this, we cal-
culated the levels of the corresponding barriers: b11 from 
formula (13); b12 from formula (15); b21 from formula (19); 
b22 from formula (21). The results of the calculations are 
shown in Table 7.

Table	5	

The	number	of	enterprises	that,	according	to	the	survey,	overcame	the	correspondent	type	of	
barriers	to	the	implementation	of	projects	on	reducing	the	natural	gas	consumption

Types of barriers to the implemen-
tation of energy-saving projects at 

enterprises

Kinds of economic activity

Production of 
food, beverages, 

and tobacco 
products

Manufacture of 
wood products, 

paper products and 
printing activities

Production 
of machines 
and equip-

ment  

Other Total

1. Lack of input information 
required to make a decision on the 
implementation of energy-saving 

projects

47 40 13 19 119

2. Rejection of input information 
expressed in disinterest in it, 

rejecting the opportunities offered 
by this information without its 

detailed consideration

42 40 13 19 114

3. Obtaining a conclusion on the 
economic impracticality of the 

implementation of energy-saving 
projects

19 22 9 10 60

4. Lack of resource provision to 
implement energy-saving projects

14 17 7 8 46

5. A failure to implement ener-
gy-saving kinds of equipment of 

technologies
11 14 7 8 40

6. Refusal to operate implemented 
energy-saving types of equipment 

and technologies
11 14 7 8 40
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As one can see from the data of Table 7, for most of the 
economic barriers studied, the level of fluctuations in their 
levels for enterprises within each industry is relatively small. 
This is proved by the fact that the variance factors are main-
ly from 0.15 to 0.25. Therefore, the use of average values of 
barrier levels can be considered correct enough. According 
to the results, in all sectors, the level of corresponding eco-
nomic barriers for the case of project funding by a bank loan 
is lower than in the case of project funding by the profits 
of enterprises. In turn, in the case of using a bank loan, the 
highest barrier is the barrier caused by insufficient economic 
efficiency of projects. However, as it follows from Fig. 5, this 
conclusion is fair at the basic natural gas price for industrial 
consumers, that is, the one laid down in the calculation. 
This price was accepted by us at USD 145.5 per 1,000 m3. 
However, at a significant increase in the price of natural 
gas, this barrier becomes the key one due to the inability of 
enterprises to repay loans timely (since they will have too 

little profit). Thus, there is such a level of prices for natural 
gas, in which the generalizing magnitude of barriers to the 
implementation of gas-saving projects is the smallest.

Using the minimax principle (expression (22)), we cal-
culated the generalizing level of economic barriers on the 
way to the implementation at the studied enterprises of the 
projects on reducing natural gas consumption. According 
to the data shown in Table 8, this level ranges from 0.274 to 
0.448 for various industries.

Based on the calculated values of the generalizing level 
of economic barriers to the implementation of projects on 
reducing the consumption of natural gas, the efficiency of 
state expenditures on the subsidization of enterprises was 
calculated. To this end, formula (23) was used. According 
to the data shown in Table 8, the estimated effectiveness of 
state expenditures on subsidizing enterprises ranges from 
4.235 to 9.790 m3/USD. It should be noted that as of today 
in Ukraine such subsidizing is performed mainly for house-

Table	6	

The	level	of	barriers	to	the	implementation	of	projects	on	reducing	the	natural	gas	consumption	for	the	considered	
enterprises,	the	fraction	of	unity

Types of barriers to the implementation of energy-saving 
projects at enterprises

Kinds of economic activity

Production of food, 
beverages, and 

tobacco products

Manufacture of wood 
products, paper products 

and printing activities

Production of 
machines and 

equipment  
Other Total

1. Lack of input information required to make a decision 
on implementation of energy saving projects   

0.190 0.149 0.278 0.296 0.207

2. Rejection of input information expressed in disinterest 
in it, rejecting the opportunities offered by this informa-

tion without its detailed consideration
0.106 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.042

3. Obtaining a conclusion on the economic impracticality 
of the implementation of energy-saving projects

0.548 0.450 0.308 0.474 0.474

4. Lack of resource provision to implement  
energy saving projects

0.263 0.227 0.222 0.200 0.233

5. A failure to implement energy-saving kinds of equip-
ment of technologies

0.214 0.176 0.000 0.000 0.130

6. Refusal to operate implemented energy saving types of 
equipment and technologies

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table	7	

Results	of	calculations	of	economic	barriers	on	the	way	to	the	implementation	of	projects		
on	reducing	the	natural	gas	consumption

Designa-
tion of 

barriers

Characteristics of 
barriers

Kinds of economic activity

Production of food, beverages, 
and tobacco products

Manufacture of wood products, paper 
products and printing activity

Production of machines 
and equipment

Other

b11

Minimal level 0.327 0.378 0.411 0.251

Maximal level 0.378 0.414 0.469 0.301

Average level 0.356 0.398 0.448 0.274

Variance factor 0.214 0.209 0.195 0.202

b12

Minimal level 0.256 0.294 0.350 0.206

Maximal level 0.304 0.331 0.400 0.253

Average level 0.280 0.316 0.377 0.225

Variance factor 0.184 0.199 0.187 0.174

b21

Minimal level 0.359 0.388 0.424 0.249

Maximal level 0.411 0.437 0.503 0.315

Average level 0.378 0.416 0.467 0.288

Variance factor 0.151 0.168 0.173 0.159

b22

Minimal level 0.307 0.319 0.360 0.213

Maximal level 0.379 0.389 0.419 0.272

Average level 0.342 0.360 0.398 0.247

Variance factor 0.251 0.192 0.178 0.209
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holds receiving targeted loans. At the same time, according 
to the State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Sav-
ing of Ukraine, the efficiency of public expenditures on sub-
sidized households ranges from 2.750 to 9.625 m3/USD [25]. 
Thus, the estimated level of this efficiency for the industry 
is almost the same. That is why it is advisable to extend to 
enterprises the Ukrainian practice of state subsidization of 
individuals receiving loans in order to implement projects to 
reduce natural gas consumption.

6. Discussion of the developed toolkit for assessing and 
overcoming barriers to the implementation of energy-

saving projects

The results obtained in this paper showed the pos-
sibility and proved the need to quantify barriers to the 
implementation of energy-saving projects at enterprises. 
At the same time, some gaps that exist at this stage in 
studying the measurement and overcoming barriers to 
energy efficiency were closed. In particular, the new 
scientific results presented in the research should in-
clude the proposed method of grouping barriers to the 
implementation of energy-saving projects. This grouping 

Fig.	4.	The	influence	of	the	measures	to	overcome	the	barriers	
on	the	way	to	implementing	the	projects	on	reducing	the	natural	

gas	consumption	on	the	level	of	this	implementation	(R)	for	
enterprises	that	belong	to:	1	–	food	and	taste	industry;	2	–	wood	

processing	and	printing	industries;	3	–	machine-building;	4	–	other	

industries;	5	–	all	studied	industries,	where:	
  	–	actual	level	

of	project	implementation;	
  	–	increase	in	the	level	of	project	

implementation	due	to	overcoming	low	economic	effectiveness	

of	projects;	
  	–	increase	in	the	level	of	project	implementation	

due	to	overcoming	the	lack	of	input	information;	
  	–	increase	

in	the	level	of	project	implementation	due	to	overcoming	the	

lack	of	resource	provision;	
  	–	increase	in	the	level	of	project	

implementation	due	to	overcoming	other	kinds	of	barriers

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1,0

1 2 3 4 5

R

Industries  

Fig.	5.	Dependence	of	the	generalizing	level	of	economic	
barriers	on	the	way	to	implement	the	projects	on	decreasing	
the	natural	gas	consumption	(b)	at	enterprises	on	its	price	

growth	rate	(pg)	for	enterprises	that	belong	to:	а	–	food	and	
taste	industry;	b	–	wood	processing	and	printing	industries;	

c	–	machine-building;	d	–	other	industries
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Table	8	

Generalizing	level	of	economic	barriers	to	implementation	of	
projects	on	reducing	natural	gas	consumption	and	efficiency	of	

state	expenditures	for	subsidization	of	enterprises

Indicators

Kinds of economic activity

Produc-
tion of 
food, 

beverag-
es, and 
tobacco 
products

Manufacture 
of wood 

products, pa-
per products 
and printing 

activities

Produc-
tion of 

ma-
chines 

and 
equip-
ment  

Oth-
er

Total

1. Generalizing level of 
economic barriers on 
the way to implemen-
tation of projects on 
reducing the natural 
gas consumption at 

enterprises  

0.356 0.398 0.448 0.274 0.367

2. Effectiveness of state 
expenditures to sub-

sidize enterprises that 
plan to implement the 
projects on reducing 
the natural gas con-
sumption, m3/USD

8.003 5.913 4.235 9.790 6.545
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is based on the proposed division of the respective barriers 
into partial and generalizing, shown above in Tables 1, 2, 
and on establishing the relationship between them, shown 
in Fig. 2. In addition, the procedure for assessing the 
impact of possible overcoming certain obstacles on the 
way to the implementation of energy-saving projects on 
the level of such implementation was developed. This 
procedure was developed based on the principles of con-
struction of a mathematical model described by formula 
(2), which takes into consideration the sequential nature 
of the barriers studied.

In addition, the procedure for assessing barriers to the 
implementation of energy-saving projects was improved. 
This was achieved by establishing a clear link between 
the magnitude of economic barriers to improving energy 
efficiency and the level of effort to be made to overcome 
these barriers. The reimbursement of a part of the invest-
ment costs of enterprises for energy-saving projects was 
considered as such efforts and models of substantiation 
of the minimum required amount of such reimbursement 
were constructed. These models are based on the minimax 
principle, which is reflected in formulas (6) and (22). Ac-
cordingly, the proposed approach to assessing the level of 
barriers to the implementation of energy-saving projects, 
compared to existing approaches, makes it possible to 
obtain more probable quantitative assessments of these 
barriers.

In addition, the models for assessing the level of bar-
riers on the way to the implementation of energy-saving 
projects depending on the chosen source of funding for 
these projects were constructing in this research. The 
corresponding models are represented by expressions (5), 
(13), (15), (19), and (21). They were obtained on the basis 
of taking into consideration the conditions of using vari-
ous funding sources and determining their impact on the 
required share of additional external reimbursement of a 
part of investments in energy-saving projects.

The grouping of barriers on the way to the imple-
mentation of energy-saving projects, performed in the 
research, made it possible to systematize the measures 
for their overcoming in Table 3. In turn, the constructed 
models of evaluation of these barriers allowed establishing 
the sequence of substantiation of the main parameters of 
state preferential lending programs for enterprises involv-
ing the implementation of energy-saving projects. This 
sequence is shown in Fig. 3. In addition, when applying 
expression (23), these models can be used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of state expenditures on subsidizing enter-
prises planning to implement energy-saving projects.

Most of the theoretical developments obtained in 
the study were tested on a sampling of enterprises. Col-
lected and processed data, shown in Tables 4–8 and in 
Fig. 2, 4, 5, should be considered objective enough. This 
is due, in particular, to a sufficiently large volume of the 
sampling. In addition, the empirical results on the level of 
economic barriers to the implementation of energy-saving 
projects do not differ significantly within the framework 
of the studied types of economic activity, as it follows 
from the data in Table 7. In the end, in all sectors, the level 
of the corresponding economic barriers to funding ener-
gy-saving projects through a bank loan was lower than 
in the case of financing projects by profits of enterprises.

The results of this study can be used both at the en-
terprise level and in the practice of activities of state and 

municipal authorities. In particular, the use of the results, 
first of all, of model (6), at the enterprises will enable 
their managers and specialists to increase the degree of 
validity of management decisions on the implementation 
of energy-saving projects. As for the state and municipal 
authorities, the results presented, in particular, in Table 3 
and in Fig. 3, make it possible to formalize the process of 
setting parameters of state programs of financial support 
for enterprises seeking to implement energy-saving proj-
ects. These parameters are characterized by a higher level 
of validity compared to those offered by other researchers. 
This is due to the formalization of the process of calculat-
ing the fractions of external reimbursement of investment 
expenditures for energy-saving projects. In addition, the 
proposed approaches make it possible to choose the most 
effective directions of state financial support for the im-
plementation of energy-saving projects under conditions 
of budgetary restrictions through the use of expres-
sion (23). Consequently, the results provide additional 
opportunities for development by the authorities.

At the same time, the shortcomings of the research 
performed in this work are that a range of the parameters 
of the constructed models were considered as exogenous, 
that is, their substantiation was not considered. In par-
ticular, this applies to indicators of minimum allowable 
return on investments and discount rates. In addition, 
funding sources for energy-saving projects were explored 
only as alternatives. At the same time, it is quite common 
to use several sources of investment to finance projects at 
the same time. Elimination of these shortcomings should 
be considered as promising areas of further research on 
the topic of this work. However, there may be difficulties 
in collecting empirical data along the way, as information 
about the funding structure of energy-saving projects is 
difficult to obtain from open databases.

7. Conclusions

1. It is advisable to separate five main groups of bar-
riers on the way to the implementation of energy-saving 
projects at enterprises. These include, in particular, bar-
riers caused by unfavourability of the external environ-
ment, in which the enterprises are located, and the lack 
of resources of enterprises. In addition, it is advisable to 
separate barriers determined by an insufficient level of 
resource properties, lack of competence of managers and 
owners of an enterprise regarding the management of en-
ergy-saving projects and the lack of consumer properties 
of energy-saving equipment and technologies. In this case, 
it was established that barriers to the implementation of 
energy-saving projects can be evaluated both at the level 
of a separate project (in absolute and relative measure-
ment units) and for a totality of enterprises. For the latter 
case, within this research, we developed a model of the 
influence of overcoming certain barriers on the way to the 
implementation of energy-saving projects on the level of 
such implementation.

2. When modeling the level of barriers on the way to 
the implementation of energy-saving projects at enter-
prises, it is necessary to take into consideration possible 
sources of funding these projects. At the same time, it 
is appropriate to perform the generalized assessment of 
the level of economic barriers on the way to the imple-
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mentation of energy-saving projects using the minimax 
principle. According to this principle, first, the maximum 
value of the level of economic barriers within each pos-
sible source of project funding is chosen. Then from the 
selected values, one chooses the minimum value, which 
is accepted as a generalized assessment of the level of all 
economic barriers on the way to the implementation of 
energy-saving projects.

3. Overcoming barriers to the implementation of ener-
gy-saving projects at enterprises requires taking certain 
measures that may have organizational, economic, and 
technological character. These measures should be grouped 
by types of barriers on the way to the implementation of 
energy-saving projects, as well as by the subjects of these 
measures. At the same time, one of the main means of 
overcoming these barriers is the implementation of state 
programs of preferential lending for enterprises planning to 
implement energy-saving projects. The proposed approach 
to the substantiation of the parameters of these programs 

can be used in the practice of the activity of state institu-
tions responsible for the development and implementation 
of state policy in the field of energy-saving.

4. It was found that for all types of economic activity 
of enterprises that have implemented or tried to imple-
ment projects to reduce the consumption of natural gas, 
in the opinion of managers of enterprises, an insufficient 
level of efficiency of such implementation is the highest 
among the barriers to implementation. The level of this 
barrier ranges from 0.308 for enterprises producing ma-
chinery and equipment to 0.548 for enterprises producing 
food, beverages, and tobacco products. At the same time, 
the estimated efficiency of state expenditures for subsi-
dizing enterprises ranges from 4.235 to 9.790 m3/USD. 
The level of this efficiency is high enough. That is why 
it is appropriate to extend to enterprises the Ukrainian 
practice of state subsidization of individuals receiving 
loans in order to implement projects on reducing natural 
gas consumption.
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